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Carnegie Mellon Children’s School February 4th- March 1st

Water
During the month of February, the friends have really enjoyed rolling up their sleeves and exploring water! We 
added a ”Water Discovery Zone” to the Green Room to serve as a space for children to play with water and 
conduct water-based experiments. Each week brought about a new focus on water, which allowed the children to 
learn just how amazing and important water is.

Properties of Water

Water exists in three states: Solid, liquid and gas. The 
friends had the opporunity to explore each state of 
water in a variety of activities. The friends observed 
the different states by feeling water in a cup, holding 
an ice cube and putting their hand above a 
dehuminifier to feel the cool water vapor rise. The 
books “Amazing Water” by Melvin Berger and “The 
Drop in My Drink” by Meredith Hooper were great 
conversation starters during Circle Time.

Water Cycle

There is the same amount of water on earth today as 
when the earth was formed. The friends have learned 
that the water gets recycled in a process called the 
water cycle. We decorated water cycle prop pieces and 
used songs like “The Water Cycle Boogie” and “Water 
Travels in a Circle” to introduce and reinforce 

vocabulary words 
like precipitation, 
condensation, 
evaporation and 
collection. The 
interactive big book 
“The Water Cycle”, 
by Donna Merrit 
was a great 
introduction to the 
concept. 

How We Use Water

During circle time, the friends brainstormed a variety 
of great ideas of the many uses of water during circle 
times. We focused on the concepts: we need water to 
live (to drink and to add to food), we use water to 
clean, we use water in the bathroom, and we use water 
for fun! 

Water is a Precious Resource

The books “I Love Our Water” by Carol Greene and 
“Water Wise” by Alison 
Hawes began the 
dicussion about how we 
can care for our water 
and not waste it. We 
also discussed how not 
everyone has access to 
clean water. This idea 
was reinforced by 
having each child 

contribute to their individual banks and bring it in to 
add to our whole school bank. They learned that this 
money was going toward building a well that can bring 
clean water to people who do not have it.

Green Room News
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Water Actvities
Here is a closer look at some of our favorite water activities, games and 
experiments that we have enjoyed during this theme.

Water Books
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Sink and Float
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Bucket Brigade
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Lima Bean Experiment
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Creative Writing: The Water Cycle
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Water + Food Experiments
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Recycle Sculptures
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             Exploring Water

Nile is making his water-themed locker 
tag.

Greta sees the water vapor. John and Briggs are playing “Dont Break 
the Ice.”

Shaylee and Ezra are filling test tubes 
with water.

Dany and Emma are comparing items 
that do and do not absorb water.

Nera is changing the shape of water by 
pouring it into a different container.

Nana, Greta and Dany play with snow in 
the water table.

Amanda, John and Amelie sort beads for 
water cycle bracelets.

Friends are playing “Go Fish.”
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 Exploring Water

Hugo, Sam and Sammy investigate new 
apparatus in the water table.

Benjamin, Naveen, Amelie and Mae are 
using eye droppers to fill test tubes.

Brady and Chase are making clouds with 
cotton balls.

Woojin is making an alligator. Savanna is constructing her sculpture. Agatha is making a sun prop for the 
water cycle.

Friends are observing the “Walking 
Water” Experiment.

Ben is adding to his submarine sculpture. Rohan is hanging the clothes to dry.
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      Special Guests and Birthdays

Collin’s grandfather shows the friends a 
cloud experiment.

Naveen’s Mom gives the friends a 
demonstration of how water filtration works.

Kiana’s grandmother plays a beautiful 
water concert.

Christine, a volunteer, shares music with 
the friends.

Sam’s Dad shares his robots with the 
friends.

Shaylee’s dad talks to the friends about 
SCUBA gear.

Shaylee celebrated her birthday with Dad 
and frozen yogurt.

The librarian shared water stories with 
the friends this month.

Henry is joined by his family to celebrate 
his half birthday.
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Can You Believe We’ve Been In 
School 100 Days?
A*%#2'28,"-2%-$2%QRR!"%("/%*5%4#$**'>%-$2%5,&2)(4%
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$2"(8")(4%62,2%0"(2%")(%6*,)%-$,*.;$*.-%-$2%
("/9%=,&2)(4%$2'+2(%0"12%"%#$"&)%#*)4&4-&);%*5%
*)2%$.)(,2(%'&)14%")(%"((2(%*)2%$.)(,2(%&-204%
-*%"%-$,22%(&02)4&*)"'%8"))2,9%H*-$%-$2%8"))2,%
")(%-$2%#$"&)%62,2%.42(%&)%*.,%QRR%("/4%*5%
4#$**'%+","(2O%=*,%"%4+2#&"'%4)"#1>%#$&'(,2)%
2)N*/2(%#*.)-&);%-2)%#$22,&*4>%-2)%-2((/%
;,"$"04>%-2)%;*'(C&4$%")(%*-$2,%-,2"-4%.)-&'%-$2/%
$"(%*)2%$.)(,2(%+&2#24%*5%4)"#19

100th Day of School Celebration!


